Abstract: Besides large-scale space missions, the spread of CubeSats for a variety of applications is increasingly requiring the development of systematic approaches for risk management. Being these applications are based on components with low TRL (Technology Readiness Level) or with limited performance data, it is required to define approaches which ensure a systematic perspective. This paper aims to present a reliability engineering approach based on FMECA (Failure Mode, Effects, and Criticality Analysis) to manage CubeSat reliability data and prioritize criticalities early in the design phase. The approach firstly proposes an alpha-numeric coding system to support the identification and labeling of failure modes for typical CubeSats' items. Subsequently, each FMECA coefficient (i.e., Severity, Occurrence, Detectability) has been linked to the CubeSat's structural properties, reducing subjectivity by means of techno-centric proxy indicators. The approach has been validated in the design phases of a 6-Units university CubeSat for the observation of M-Dwarf stars and binary systems. The performed analysis supported the design process and allowed to identify the major criticalities of the CubeSat design, as demonstrated in the extended case study included in the paper. The formalized method could be applied to design procedures for nano-satellites, as well as being expanded for research and development in a variety of space missions.
Introduction
Recent developments in microelectronics and additive manufacturing have enabled miniaturization of systems and the implementation of distributed architecture, thus leading to the development of constellation and mega-constellation of mini and nanosatellites [1] . These new concepts imply the utilization of a standard, low cost satellite bus and the reduced reliability and decreased lifetime become acceptable considering that the huge number of orbiting satellites can overcome problems due to single satellite failure. This new paradigm in conceiving space missions sees a growing role for the reliability analysis in spacecraft design. Besides traditional design sciences, risk management and reliability engineering are becoming increasingly more relevant in the space domain. As for aviation, the future of space safety presents even a greater challenge about providing models and methods for supporting decision-making, to free decisions from hidden goals, biases, and subjective emotions [2] . This paper discusses the development and the application of a technique for the analyses of failure modes in a nano-satellite environment. More specifically, the paper provides an approach based
Materials and Methods
The first step of an FMECA consists in structuring the problem, which means to build a model for representing the system at hand. Traditionally, these models rely on a number of assumptions, including the calculation of parameters whose numerical values are assumed to be known. Dealing with the FMECA, the evaluation of a quantitative analysis requires basic failure rate data. However, in case of a university CubeSat, it appears difficult to obtain these estimations, due to the very limited, even null, knowledge of the flight configuration items reliability parameters. Therefore, when the components features are not commercially available on a detailed technical datasheet, the estimation has to rely on similar items, or on experts' judgments. The proposed method integrates the traditional FMECA formulation [28] and available standards (GPR 7120.4A; MIL-STD-1629), by suggesting a 5-steps procedure, detailed in the following paragraphs (Sections 3.1-3.5).
As a preliminary step, it is necessary to determine the functional level breakdown structure for the analysis. In particular, this preliminary phase is necessary to locate the reliability study in a specific design phase.
Based on the benefits of performing an FMECA early in the design phase, this paper shows the application of a so-called functional FMECA [29] : an FMECA performed and documented for proposals and trade studies, aimed at evaluating and providing support for the design architecture, in line with a Preliminary Design Review (PDR, [30] ).
Starting from the outcomes of the functional FMECA, the method is identically applicable as an interface FMECA [29] , in order to extend the analysis at the piece-part level, as the detailed design unfolds during further stages of the PDR and, possibly, even during the Critical Design Review (CDR) timeframe. Since design solutions are based upon flight heritage, detailed design data during the PDR timeframe shall be made available to complete the FMECA analysis for evaluating the most suitable design candidates during trade studies. Note that the proposed approach has to be conceived as an iterative process, in order to allow a back and forth analysis (from part to system levels, and vice versa) which also ensures that the detailed design still maintains the intended system architecture, in line with both design and reliability requirements.
Step 1. Construct the Functional Block Diagrams
The first step of the proposed approach consists of building diagrams and documents, which illustrate interrelationships and interdependencies of functional entities and support an effective mission design [31] . This step is necessary to understand system's architecture, providing answers to questions such as: which equipment provides what function; when the equipment fails what function is affected; how the system can be controlled before and after a failure; how backups and redundancies have to be managed to guarantee usability and accessibility in case of failure; etc.
Step 2. Identify the Failure Modes
For each considered item-and its interfaces-it is necessary to identify the potential failure modes that can affect system performance, also considering their effects on systems. This step relies on the capability of the analysts to explore potential combinations of failure modes. Naturally, this capability does not reside in a single individual, thus implying the need to involve both fresh-eyes and experienced researchers in order to gather meaningful insights from collective collaborative knowledge and experiences. This step needs both teamwork and timely information exchange in order to ensure that the knowledge about the system is embedded in the reliability analyses. In case of systems made up of many different parts, it is necessary to develop a consistent coding system that uniquely identifies parts and related failures, in order to increase the comprehensibility of the analyses.
In this context, considering the current lack in literature of a standard labeling system, this paper presents a coding system specifically developed to deal with the need of a CubeSat environment. The system has been developed to ease the exchange of information between different researchers and provide a formal and unequivocal representation of the knowledge relevant for the analysis. The coding system is developed through a 5-parts alphanumeric code, which synthetically relates the failure modes to system components, as follows:
XXX-A.B-CCC#DDDD where:
XXX-represents the sub-system being analyzed (coded in a three-letters acronym) A-represents the failure mode of the sub-system (coded in a numeric scale) B-represents the effect on the system (coded in a numeric scale) CCC-represents the propagation of the failure mode in the system (coded in a three-letters acronym) #-"-" if CCC affects a subsystem, "|" if CCC affects a mechanical interface, "/" if CCC affects an electrical/data interface: DDDD-represents the specific fail, with respect to the part level (coded in an alphanumeric acronym).
Step 3. Perform the Criticality Analysis
This step allows for a structured systematic analysis of failure modes, based on three semi-quantitative indexes. In this sense, the proposed approach starts from ESA (European Space Agency) guideline (ECSS-Q-ST-30-02C), which takes into account severity, ranging from 1 (negligible damage) to 4 (catastrophic damage), and occurrence, ranging from 1 (probable, probability greater than 1E−1) to 4 (extremely remote, probability minor than 1E−5). These two terms are multiplied to obtain the Criticality Number (CN), which is used to filter the failures modes: the critical failure modes are the ones that are catastrophic (severity score equals to 4), and the ones whose CN is greater or equal to 6. On the contrary, the US standards for FMECA (SAE ARP5580) at a component level calculates an RPN (Risk Priority Number) defined as the product of severity (in a 1-10 range), occurrence (in a 1-10 range) and likelihood of mitigation-if the design can be revised, or detectability-if the design cannot be revised (both in a 1-10 range). Note that similar concepts are present in ESA guidelines for FMECA at process level. Therefore, the approach used in this study, extends ESA guidelines for functional FMECA, following the influence of the US satellite standard for FMECA-also documented in a recent FMECA space-based application [19] -in order to produce a three-dimensional risk index. This latter will include three indicators, each one rated in a 1-5 scale. The odd number of slots allows assigning intermediate values to variables, in order to support the analysts in avoiding overestimation or underestimation of factors, as emerged from initial categorizations performed in a real case scenario. The indexes are occurrence, severity, and detectability.
Defining the Occurrence Index
Starting from the outcomes of Step 2, each identified failure mode has to be analyzed in terms of its possibility to happen, following the scale presented in Table 1 , which adapts ESA guidelines (ECSS-Q-ST-30-02C) in the range 1-5. Remote (1E−7 < P ≤ 1E−5) 3
Occasional (1E−5 < P ≤ 1E−3) 4 Probable (1E−3 < P ≤ 1E−1) 5 Extremely probable (P > 1E−1)
Even if for CubeSats it is nowadays possible to retrieve some publicly available data about mission status, type, orbit status, builder type, spacecraft class, and specific failure rate data remain generally unavailable for university CubeSat components [32, 33] . With the purpose of increasing a systematic assessment of the occurrence index, failure mode probabilities of occurrence can be grouped in qualitative levels, based on engineering judgments or other reliability analysis performed for similar missions (see Table 2 ). Table 2 . Failure probability coefficients.
Score
FAILURE PROBABILITY: Likelihood of a System Failure Mode
1
The likelihood of the failure mode is estimated as extremely low, or it has never been experienced in similar missions.
2
The likelihood of the failure mode is estimated as low, or it has been experienced once in similar missions.
3
The likelihood of the failure mode is estimated as moderate, or the failure mode has been experienced twice in similar missions.
4
The likelihood of the failure mode is estimated as high, or the failure mode has been experienced several times in similar missions.
5
The likelihood of the failure mode is estimated as extremely high, or the failure mode has been experienced in almost every similar mission.
Since these data usually refer to generic failure modes, following the functional breakdown of the system (developed in Step 2), the probability of failure mode at system level has been further explored, considering the failure propagation, i.e., the occurrence of mode of failures in other sub-systems, hypothesizing the principal failure mode already verified. This top-down perspective is implemented through the adoption of a variable represented by the conditioned probability coefficient, in order to integrate data of a generic failure mode, both at sub-system level (occurrence of a sub-system failure mode) and part level (occurrence of a specific fail at a part level). Table 3 presents the conditioned probability coefficients (in the range 1-5).
At this step, specific inference rules have to be adopted for combining the three coefficients (system failure mode, sub-system failure mode, part failure mode), using specific IF-THEN criterion, created by the support of a fuzzy-based expert system [34] . Table 3 . Conditioned probability coefficients (both at subsystem and part level). In particular, the inference rule block adopted in the analysis follows the principle of Fuzzy Associative Map inference (FAM) able to guarantee different degrees of support for the relative importance of probabilities in the rule development. The rule-block aggregation overcomes the limitations of a simple mathematical product, supporting an in-depth analysis of failure propagation, still following a systematic perspective. The obtained index, i.e., Occurrence (O), represents one of the three coefficients of the FMECA (see Figure 1) , and follows the qualitative scale already presented in 
Score

Defining the Severity Index
A Severity (S) index has to be assigned to each specific fail (failure mode at part level) to identify its impact on the mission. The severity ranges in a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 represents a failure mode with minimum effects on the mission, and 5 is a catastrophic failure mode in terms of mission operations (see Table 4 ). Mission is totally compromised.
Defining the Detectability Index
Detectability (D) represents the capability of identifying a failure mode. In a CubeSat, this capability acquires a crucial role to manage the possibility of detecting and then recovering from failure modes. The index ranges in a scale from 1 (easy detection of the failure mode) to 5 (impossibility to detect the failure mode), as shown in Table 5 . Rather than relying on qualitative judgments, detectability has to be calculated combining two different indexes, i.e., the falsifiability and the observability. This choice confirms the purpose of generating systematic assessments for the indexes included in the FMECA calculations. 
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Defining the Detectability Index
Detectability (D) represents the capability of identifying a failure mode. In a CubeSat, this capability acquires a crucial role to manage the possibility of detecting and then recovering from failure modes. The index ranges in a scale from 1 (easy detection of the failure mode) to 5 (impossibility to detect the failure mode), as shown in Table 5 . Rather than relying on qualitative judgments, detectability has to be calculated combining two different indexes, i.e., the falsifiability and the observability. This choice confirms the purpose of generating systematic assessments for the indexes included in the FMECA calculations.
The falsifiability refers to the possibility of testing or observing how one or more sub-systems may lead to the same effect. More specifically, falsifiability aims to identify how many components may fail in different ways or for different causes, but anyway, producing the same observable effects. The falsifiability also includes an assessment of how many components, operations or units may generate useful information to discriminate failures, and then identify them properly (see Table 6 ). Two independent subsystems/components/interfaces affected by any failure might show the same effect, data from the subsystem itself (by analyzing its activity or changing its mode of use) or others (more than two) are useful to distinguish the event.
3
More than two independent subsystems/components/interfaces affect by a failure might show the same effects on the entire system, data from the subsystem itself (by analyzing its activity or changing its mode of use) or others (more than one) are useful to distinguish the event.
4 Two or more independent subsystems/components/interfaces affect by a failure show the same effects on the entire system; data from other subsystems may be useful to distinguish the event.
5
More than 2 independent subsystems/components/interfaces might affect by a failure might show the same effects on the entire system.
In addition, another variable, i.e., observability, has to be considered to take into account the number of independent ways to observe the failure mode through specific data. The assessment of the observability follows the scale presented in Table 7 . Table 7 . Observability coefficients.
Score
OBSERVABILITY: Independent Ways of Getting Data About the Failure or the Activity/Operation/Functionality of the Subsystem that Fails
5
The only source of data about the failure is the subsystem failing.
4
There is at least another source of data about the failing under exam, apart from the subsystem failing.
3 There are at least two independent sources of data about the failure under exam, apart from the subsystem failing.
2 There are at least three independent sources of data about the failure under exam, apart from the subsystem failing.
1 There are more than three independent sources of data about the failure under exam apart from the subsystem failing.
At this step, as for the occurrence index, specific IF-THEN FAM inference rules have to be adopted to integrate the two coefficients (falsifiability and observability) and gather a systematic assessment of the detectability index (see Figure 2 ). 
Step 4. Rank the Failure Modes
Following the assessment conducted in Step 3, it is now possible to calculate an aggregated index, which takes into account occurrence, severity and detectability. This index, i.e., RPN (Risk Priority Number) aims at prioritizing the need for updated design requirements necessary to reduce risks and increase system's reliability. Depending on the values, the failure modes can be thus interpreted as negligible (low RPN), to be investigated (moderate RPN), or to be necessary managed (high RPN). The RPN is calculated as the product of the indexes and the relative thresholds are defined in Table 8 . 
Score
RPN: Impact of the Failure on the System 1-24
Failure has potentially no impact on the mission.
25-49
Failure may have not relevant impact on the mission; minor effects are the most likely consequences.
50-74
Failure will produce effects on the mission, which may be subjected to limitations.
75-99
Failure will produce major effects on the system, that probably will not be able to perform correctly, or it will drastically reduce the expected operativeness of the system. 100-125 Failure is catastrophic for the mission.
Step 5. Identify Mitigation Strategies
The risk classification conducted at Step 4 defines the risk acceptance levels for the missions and has to be intended as a guideline to identify requirements and initiate discussions for design revisions. Alternatively, it is necessary to provide document analysis for those failures that cannot be corrected at the current stage of the satellite development. Note that the FMECA has to be continuously revised, following the choices made during the design phase, using it as a dynamic decision support tool.
Results
Step 1: SPEC CubeSat Design and Functional Block Diagram
In order to provide a practical application of the proposed analysis method, the SPEC (Stellar Population Evolution on CubeSats) is presented as a case study. The spacecraft was designed during the 2017 Spacecraft Design course at Sapienza University of Rome, given to the second-year students in the Space and Astronautical Engineering MSc. While the main objective of the course is to follow the preliminary design (Phase 0-Phase A [30] ) of a CubeSat, the mission aim was presented to the students as input. The SPEC mission is aimed at observing M-Dwarf stars properties, by acquiring 
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Results
Step 1: SPEC CubeSat Design and Functional Block Diagram
In order to provide a practical application of the proposed analysis method, the SPEC (Stellar Population Evolution on CubeSats) is presented as a case study. The spacecraft was designed during the 2017 Spacecraft Design course at Sapienza University of Rome, given to the second-year students in the Space and Astronautical Engineering MSc. While the main objective of the course is to follow the preliminary design (Phase 0-Phase A [30] ) of a CubeSat, the mission aim was presented to the students as input. The SPEC mission is aimed at observing M-Dwarf stars properties, by acquiring and processing the observational data according to the Daemgen method [35] . The designed 6-Units (6U, approximately 20 × 10 × 30 cm, [36] ) CubeSat is equipped with a reflecting telescope in Ritchey Chrétien configuration. Part of the designed provisions on the bus components are heritage of former and current CubeSat development and operations projects managed by Sapienza University of Rome ( [37] [38] [39] ), whose involvement into the spacecraft development field of research usually brings to the launch of a new CubeSat every few years [33] . The CubeSat has been designed according to a set of preliminary mission requirements, generated by the observables binary systems magnitude, distance and latitude (with respect to the galactic plane). During the design phase, a risk analysis has been performed in order to prioritize the areas of concerns of the system at hand. The analysis results supported the selection of the final layout of the system in terms of choices, strategies, writing or changing of the requirements, developments of figures of merits and mitigation strategies. Following
Step 1 of the proposed approach (cf. Section 3.1), the SPEC sub-systems block diagram is presented in Figure 3 . The on-board software will be organized as a state machine, with different operative modes to manage the spacecraft tasks and operations. The SPEC Launch and Early Operations will be managed by specific "Commissioning" tasks, such as the deployment of several components or the satellite de-tumbling.
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Step 1 of the proposed approach (cf. Section 3.1), the SPEC sub-systems block diagram is presented in Figure 3 . The on-board software will be organized as a state machine, with different operative modes to manage the spacecraft tasks and operations. The SPEC Launch and Early Operations will be managed by specific "Commissioning" tasks, such as the deployment of several components or the satellite de-tumbling. The main payload operations consider a precise telescope pointing towards the observable binary system, managed by the Attitude Determination and Control Subsystem (ADCS), the IndiumGallium-Arsenide (InGaAs) sensors data acquisition, facilitated by the native connectivity with the Low Voltage Differential Signaling ports of the On-Board Computer Field Programmable Gate Array, and gathered data down link through the uni-directional X-band communication link. Indeed, the The main payload operations consider a precise telescope pointing towards the observable binary system, managed by the Attitude Determination and Control Subsystem (ADCS), the Indium-Gallium-Arsenide (InGaAs) sensors data acquisition, facilitated by the native connectivity with the Low Voltage Differential Signaling ports of the On-Board Computer Field Programmable Gate Array, and gathered data down link through the uni-directional X-band communication link. Indeed, the communication system will consist of an X-band uni-directional link, to be used for the telescope images down-link, and of a UHF (Ultra-High Frequency) bi-directional link for telemetry and tele-commands. The spacecraft will transmit the images to an available ground station in Malindi (Kenya), through a patch antenna, while the UHF communications will be managed through a deployable λ/4 monopole antenna, with two ground stations in Rome (Italy) and Nairobi (Kenya). As reported before, the achievement of the mission objectives depends on the well-functioning of the ADCS. On this purpose, the ADCS operations will be coordinated by a dedicated computer. While magnetorquers and reaction wheels will be used as attitude actuators, fine Sun sensors, star trackers, magnetometers and gyroscope will monitor the angular position and velocity of the spacecraft. The structure, compliant with the 6U CubeSat standard and the strictest regulations on CubeSat launch and deployment [36, 40] , will be manufactured from a single aluminum 6061-T6 alloy shell. The structure will also include dedicated room for the deployable components, such as the telescope, the monopole antenna and the four solar panel wings. These will contain 40 solar cells, assuring a maximum power generation of 31.3 W. The power generation maximization is needed to decrease as much as possible the depth of discharge of the on-board batteries, whose total stored energy will amount to 40 Whr. Moreover, Mylar covers will allow the temperature stabilization of the telescope sensor, by assuring the quality of the acquired images. The satellite End-of-Life operations will be managed by a dedicated de-commissioning mode, in order to ease the satellite disposal and to comply with the current space debris mitigation regulations [41] . The CAD model of the spacecraft is depicted in Figure 4 .
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Step 2: Traceability and Identification of the Failure Modes
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As a preliminary phase to the application of Step 2, the strategy was focused on targeting and univocally identifying each failure mode or effect, with an expressive code (as reported in Section 3.2). Tables 9-12 sketch the alpha-numeric codes used for traceability of damages. Table 11 . Operations Codification.
Operation OPS
Data Acquisition OPS1 Alignment OPS2 Calibration OPS3 Deploy/Extension OPS4 Table 12 . TT&C Operations Codification.
Communication Code
Tele-commands (uplink) Tc Telemetry (downlink) Tm
Once formally defined the subsystems, interfaces and operations, the developed coding system supports a systematic identification and representation of the failure modes (as for Section 3.2). More specifically, the following paragraphs describe the relevant failure modes for each subsystem.
The STR subsystem includes three failure modes. The collapse indicates the fragmentation of structural components. When not considering the breakage of the spacecraft structure, deformation, indicating an unwanted plasticized strain on mechanical parts, or vibration, pointing out a vibrational motion of the structural parts, are taken into account for the analysis. For what concerns the passive thermal control provisions, the Mylar cover may be ripped or punctured (as for the laceration failure mode), as well as being detached from the spacecraft assembly. Both these failure modes may leave uncovered parts of the spacecraft, forcing the internal components to potentially unaffordable thermal cycles, or increasing the risk of damage from external sources, such as micro-meteoroids. As last failure mode considered, the cover degradation mode indicates an excessive exploitation of the insulating material, which leads to a decrease of the insulation performance.
Six failure modes have been identified for the EPS. The no power mode indicates a permanent absence of electrical power delivery to the components. The blackout mode considers sudden power losses that have finite time duration. Non-continuous power leads to temporary unavailability, while the low power mode is originated by limitations on the maximum available power. Finally, the last two modes are considering major failures of the battery pack and of the relative safety equipment: the outgassing mode has been identified for considering gas leakage from the battery pack, while the explosion of the batteries may be caused by a failure of the provided safety provisions, leading to the catastrophic failure of the EPS and, with high likeliness, of the entire mission.
As for the EPS, the TT&C subsystem considers multiple failure modes, consisting in the no communication mode, indicating a permanent absence of signal from the spacecraft, in the communication breakdown mode, related to a sudden loss of contact, in the non-continuous communication, when experiencing more frequent discontinuities in the establishment of the communication with the satellite. The TT&C can also experience noise (with unexpected noise levels over the communication link, that may indicate malfunctioning of the radio-frequency equipment on-board the CubeSat), short circuit (with a complete failure of the TT&C electronics), pointing loss (related to the main antenna beam pointing direction, which could be misaligned from the optimal pointing), self-lock, data loss, and emphdata corruption, that are more related to failures and lock-ups on the software routines that allow the communications with ground.
The ADCS can experience the same failure modes of the STR sub-system, consisting in collapse, deformation or vibration. Additionally, these active electronics can suffer from no power and no data modes, indicating absence of electrical power to the sensors and actuators, or absence of data transmission between the sensors and the controllers.
The OBDH takes into account similar failure modes to EPS and TT&C, such as no power, blackout, non-continuous power, low power, and short circuit. The same descriptions provided before are applicable to the listed OBDH failure modes. In addition to these failures, other possible modes are related to the on-board software malfunctioning and failures, such as software lock-up, Single Event Unit (SEU), data loss, data corruption, radiation, buffer overflow, overrun. Further more specific on-board software failures have not been considered since the level of detail achieved in the design process did not consider actual software routines coded and tested.
For sake of simplicity, the main failure mode considered for the PLD sub-system is a no power mode that represents the most limiting, worst case condition. Moreover, the possible failures on the optical tube extending mechanism during the spacecraft early operations are considered with the no extension and incorrect extension modes, indicating the complete or partial failure of the optical tube unfolding, namely. In later mission stages, the optical tube can also be strained, considered with the deformation failure mode.
Both the mechanical and electrical interfaces between subsystems have been taken into account in the analysis, leading to consider the following failure modes, collapse, vibration, deformation, (with similar effects, as the ones already discussed for STR and ADCS) and short circuit (in agreement with the failure modes discussed for OBDH and EPS). Break wirings is a peculiar failure mode that may affect only interfaces or even create critical effects on the interconnected subsystems.
Following the system decomposition in subsystems, units and components, and the identification of the possible failures and their effects (cf. Tables 9-12), traceability is guaranteed by the generation of a code for each specific fail (as depicted in Figure 5 ). Few examples are provided in Table 13 (i.e., STR-1.1 representing an edge case where the STR collapse mode implies an immediate mission failure, with no need for subsequent analyses; ADC-1.1-ADC.5 represents a complete code for a failure mode of the ADC that does not propagate in other subsystems). , short circuit (with a complete failure of the TT&C electronics), pointing loss (related to the main antenna beam pointing direction, which could be misaligned from the optimal pointing), self-lock, data loss, and data corruption, that are more related to failures and lock-ups on the software routines that allow the communications with ground. The ADCS can experience the same failure modes of the STR sub-system, consisting in collapse, deformation or vibration. Additionally, these active electronics can suffer from no power and no data modes, indicating absence of electrical power to the sensors and actuators, or absence of data transmission between the sensors and the controllers.
Following the system decomposition in subsystems, units and components, and the identification of the possible failures and their effects (cf. Tables 9-12), traceability is guaranteed by the generation of a code for each specific fail (as depicted in Figure 5 ). Few examples are provided in Table 13 (i.e., STR-1.1 representing an edge case where the STR collapse mode implies an immediate mission failure, with no need for subsequent analyses; ADC-1.1-ADC.5 represents a complete code for a failure mode of the ADC that does not propagate in other subsystems). The first effect of the first failure mode of the structural subsystem (affects the entire system).
Specific Fail: the entire system fails due structure collapse.
CODE ADC-1.1-ADC.5
The fifth unit of the ADC subsystem is affected by the first effect caused by the first failure mode of the ADC subsystem itself.
Specific Fail: ST mirror misalignment
Step 3: Criticality Analysis on SPEC (Example for STR)
Detailed examples of how the criticality analysis has been conducted during the SPEC preliminary design phase is now provided in order to clarify the applicability of Step 3 (cf. Section 3.3). Considering the STR subsystem, a logical loop is presented in Figure 6 , in order to briefly show all the analyzed items: purple, grey and light-blue colors enlighten the causal relationships among failure modes, effects, subsystems and specific fails. By means of colored areas, it is possible to track back and relate a fail in any subsystem to all the possible effects of one or more failure modes. For example, if the payload extending mechanism results to be blocked, its cause may be correlated to any of the 1 to 5 effects of each failure mode of the STR subsystem. It implies (e.g.,) that a structural deformation may have compromised a mechanical interface of the payload subsystem, or vibrations may have caused a break-up in the wirings as well (notice that they are not the only possible causes). By means of other information, it would be possible to distinguish which is the actual cause of the specific fail. In case of the wirings, either power source or data lines of the payload might be compromised. Notice that, in Figure 6 , the number identifying the effect (B) follows a numerical order referred to each failure mode (A), so that different items may have the same number (i.e., 7, radiation shield damage, short circuit, damage to launcher and other payload). When the same item has more than one number (break wiring), it means that in the complete list it is referred to two different cases (i.e., 5, break wirings and compromising interfaces and 6, break wirings and compromising subsystems). Vibration is considered as the failure mode to provide pragmatical example for the evaluation of the criticality indexes (i.e., O, S, D). Three examples have been considered as possible effects of vibration: one refers to an unseparated payload adapter case (i.e., STR-3.2), and two of them concern a compromised subsystem effect (i.e., "Shield damaged"STR-3.3-THM-1, and extending mechanism block STR-3.3-PLD-6). Starting from the calculation of O, a failure probability (cf. Table 2 ) and a conditioned probability index (cf. Table 3 ) have to be assigned. In case STR is undergoing vibrations, the failure mode probability is set to the maximum level 5/5 in all the three cases (cf. Table 2 , "the likelihood of the failure mode is estimated as extremely high"). Still for the O index, the conditioned probability shall be assigned at both subsystem level (dealing with the likelihood of the effect on the subsystem to arise by means of the undergoing failure mode) and part level (dealing with the likelihood of the specific fail to arise by means of the undergoing effect). According to Table 3 , each case requires a conditioned probability equal to 4/5, i.e., "the effect is the most probable consequence of failure mode under exam". Similarly, following Table 3 applied in case of conditioned probability analysis at part level, for STR-3.2 the assigned value is 3/5; for STR-3.3-THM-1 is 2/5, and for STR-3.3-PLD-6 is 3/5.
Finally the O index is obtained applying dedicated IF-THEN rules (for the sake of simplicity, an extract of the relevant combinations for the proposed example is reported in Table 14 , out of total 150 IF-THEN combinations). For S index, the assigned score is equal to 5/5 for all cases, which have the potential to compromise the entire mission (cf. Table 4 , "mission is totally compromised").
For the D index, it has been necessary to preliminarily assign falsifiability and observability coefficients. Following respectively Tables 6 and 7 , for STR-3.2 the assigned value are respectively 2/5 Vibration is considered as the failure mode to provide pragmatical example for the evaluation of the criticality indexes (i.e., O, S, D). Three examples have been considered as possible effects of vibration: one refers to an unseparated payload adapter case (i.e., STR-3.2), and two of them concern a compromised subsystem effect (i.e., "Shield damaged"STR-3.3-THM-1, and extending mechanism block STR-3.3-PLD-6). Starting from the calculation of O, a failure probability (cf. Table 2 ) and a conditioned probability index (cf. Table 3 ) have to be assigned. In case STR is undergoing vibrations, the failure mode probability is set to the maximum level 5/5 in all the three cases (cf. Table 2 , "the likelihood of the failure mode is estimated as extremely high"). Still for the O index, the conditioned probability shall be assigned at both subsystem level (dealing with the likelihood of the effect on the subsystem to arise by means of the undergoing failure mode) and part level (dealing with the likelihood of the specific fail to arise by means of the undergoing effect). According to Table 3 , each case requires a conditioned probability equal to 4/5, i.e., "the effect is the most probable consequence of failure mode under exam". Similarly, following Table 3 applied in case of conditioned probability analysis at part level, for STR-3.2 the assigned value is 3/5; for STR-3.3-THM-1 is 2/5, and for STR-3.3-PLD-6 is 3/5.
For the D index, it has been necessary to preliminarily assign falsifiability and observability coefficients. Following respectively Tables 6 and 7 , for STR-3.2 the assigned value are respectively 2/5 (because both, independently, STR subsystem and mechanical interface between the launcher payload adapter and CubeSat may produce this observable effect), and 5/5 (because the only source of information about this failure is the interface itself, being the satellite turned off during the launch phase). For STR-3.3-THM-1, the falsifiability coefficient is equal to 2/5 (because both, independently, the STR subsystem, or PLD extension mechanism may produce damages to the radiation shield if compromised under vibration); and the observability coefficient is 4/5 (in this case, if the radiation shield is damaged, several other subsystems may experience consequential effects, but only one at a time can confirm the specific fail, i.e., overheating in the EPS, SEU on the OBD, noise in the CCD of the PLD). For STR-3.3-PLD-6, the falsifiability coefficient is 2/5 (either in this case two independent subsystem might produce the same observable effect: because if the PLD extending mechanism results blocked, the concrete result would be the almost total impossibility in gathering images from the telescope, and that might the same effect of a failure in the EPS subsystem, other subsystems data may help in the traceability of the source); and the Observability coefficient is 4/5 (apart from the subsystem failing, the ADC shall provide data of the variations in attitude during the extension of the telescope, if these values are different from the expected ones, then the source of the failure is find). Consequently, following the IF-THEN rules conceptually introduced in Section 3.3.3, the respective D indexes are 5/5 4/5 4/5 (with a similar process as the one illustrated in Table 14) . Table 15 summarises the results of the analysis for the exemplar cases, providing a summary of indexes and coefficients. 
Step 4: Overall Risk Analyses
The RPN has been obtained following the indexes (S, O, D) calculated in the Step 3 in order to enlighten the riskiest areas, guiding the team to establish guidelines or procedures, reformulating requirements, adopting strategies in order to strengthen the project features (cf. Section 3.4). Table 16 summarizes the obtained RPN, following the process described in Section 4.3 for the STR-3.B-CCC-DDDD (vibration failure mode). In this case study, some areas are vulnerable due to the low TRL (Technology Readiness Level) of some of the components (mainly payload), for the lack of redundancies and for the low-cost sub-units. Almost all the interfaces, considered with no redundancies in previous analyses, showed-as expected-higher scores for RPN than when introducing redundant and different components. The obtained highlighted the expected features and put into consideration other aspects. The study showed RPN below 80 for each item, except for structure, whose top value reaches 100. However, the structural subsystem is the area that may be better tested, allowing mitigation actions to reduce the related risks. The maximum value of the RPN values for each subsystem are summarized in Table 17 . More details about the distribution of the RPN scores are summarized in Figure 7 , which confirms that the majority of the items belongs to the 25-49 area. The method showed interesting results from a design point of view. Areas remarked by higher RPN include the ones that were already thought to be the weaker part of the design phase (i.e., considerations about the design of the payload, that is the item with the lowest TRL, with a configuration never used and not built before). Several other items have emerged as more critical than what supposed. STR-3.4-PLD|THM (damage to the mechanical interface between payload and thermal subsystem due to the structure vibration) reaches RPN = 80, and STR-3.3-PLD-5 (when the vibration of the structure implies damage to the payload, in particular, damaging the filters), whose RPN reaches 100, resulted more critical than expected. On the contrary, the large number of items in the EPS RPN 1-24 slot provides an example of a subsystem initially conceived as more critical than as emerged from a systematic analysis: (e.g.,) EPS-3.2-ADC-1 (lost in space for the ADC damaged by the EPS non continuous power failure mode) has RPN = 15.
Generally, highest RPN values relate to non-redundant items, whose failure jeopardize the mission's success, i.e., single point of failures. Consequently, the outcomes of the analysis led to revising the SPEC design, in order to introduce redundancies, where possible, or to adopt fault tolerant strategies. Nevertheless, the results are based on modeling assumptions and numerical coefficients which pragmatically compensate the lack of precise statistical data, in order to generate systematic assessments, mainly for the purpose of layout-rather than component-selection.
12.
OPS must be designed to minimize the batteries depth of discharge and to maximize the operative lifetime of the EPS; 13.
coherent conventions must be considered in design phase (International System of Units); 14.
IMU and ADC sensors might be used to detect vibrations level during each mission phase in order to prevent the system overcoming structural limits, to reveal ADCS or extendable mechanisms OPS malfunctions, or debris impacts; 15.
dampers might be taken into account; 16.
the system sensors shall be in-depth tested. The verification of their saturation level shall be provided and taken into account in SW design; 17.
EPS solar panels extensions (or partial extensions in case of failure) shall be taken into account for orbit asset computation;
• new requirements, i.e.,:
18. thermal coatings shall be attached to the extendible mechanism of payload; 19.
the identified orbit shall take into account the up-to-date space debris mitigation guidelines.
In particular, it must be remarked that a risk analysis performed during the design phase offers the opportunity to implement corrections and suggestions at little to no cost. The new requirement cited (point 18) is an example on how different sub-system design teams specialized in different fields (payload and thermal in this case) may omit common items, when focusing only on their own area of interest. The risk analysis during the definition of all the possible failures of each subsystem has been able to enlighten this critical aspect. Point 19 considers debris mitigation regulations that implied a change in terms of mission analysis, leading to a limitation set to 650 km of orbit height. This implies an additional effort in terms of preliminary design, because more possible orbits-including some possible orbital planes above the fixed limit height-needed to be analyzed, in order not to stop the design process of all the subsystems. However, the risk of introducing a design non-compliant with the regulations would have implied worse consequences in terms of costs and time. It is important to enlighten that, even though the case study is an experimental low-cost mission, strategies to be adopted during the design phase must not neglect current missions and past experience (point 16 is inspired from the Schiaparelli experience [42] ).
Conclusions
The proposed approach details a method for performing reliability analysis during the preliminary design of a CubeSat. The approach aims at developing a systematic formulation for the FMECA coefficients in order to generate indexes capable of prioritizing failure modes, attempting to fill some open gaps in current FMECA-based literature. As confirmed by a recent literature review in the field, there are currently four classes of open issues about FMECA, confirmed as well in the space domain:
• applicability, mainly in terms of excessive subjectivity of the approach, difficulty for information management; and ineffective timeliness of the application itself; • cause-effect, in terms of cause-effect chains identification and level of details for the description of failure modes; • risk analysis, in terms of lack of specific criteria for quantifying risks and ambiguous definitions leading again to potential subjectivity in the assessment; • problem solving, in terms of lack of specific guidelines for defining the most suitable mitigating solutions.
The proposed method offers some operational improvements both for the applicability and the risk analysis class. In particular, the suggested coding system to explore different functional levels of the system plays a contribution to the information exchange, maintaining a user-friendly systematic perspective. The development of indicators based on CubeSat-related evidences (where possible) allows for exploring risks more properly, contributing to manage problems related to the risk analysis class. Consequently, the approach has further additional indirect effects on all the classes, in terms of subjectivity reduction. Nevertheless, it is important to note the potential criticalities due to subjectivity, even if reduced, remain an open issue in the formulation of the FMECA, especially in the estimation of severity. Based on this observation, it is important to highlight that each model of the world relies on a number of assumptions, whose validity conditions the results of the application of model itself. The assumptions discussed in the paper and the respective numerical values represent deterministic model abstractions, i.e., implying static values for the coefficients, based on deterministic variables (such as for detectability) or estimated parameters (severity, occurrence). All these parameters are themselves imprecisely known, and thus inherently uncertain, implying the need to evaluate how precise our state of knowledge is about the model and its parameters, paving the way to the notion of epistemic uncertainty. Even if this paper proposes a high-level approach with a pragmatical perspective, there are several possible extensions and formalizations. Further research should thus focus on epistemic uncertainty of the proposed coefficients, e.g., relying on the Bayesian theory of probability, or Petri nets [43] . However, as recently proved by a wide literature on the usability of the FMECA, it is important to note that these kinds of advanced mathematical methods are almost exclusively used in academia, while they are practically ignored by industry. The challenge in this sense consists thus of developing user-friendly tools to support more advanced analyses [42] , even in combination with other reliability engineering methods, such as Fault Tree Analysis (FTA) or Event Tree Analysis (ETA) to further explore the failure modes and find respectively the minimal cut sets, or the critical chains of failures.
Furthermore, future research should follow recent trends already discussed in other high-risk domains, (e.g.,) aviation, healthcare, nuclear power plants. On this path, it appears necessary to focus not only on a techno-centric perspective for analyzing system reliability, but also on a socio-technical analysis of system resilience, intended as the ability to bounce back to normal operation following a disruption. Such socio-technical perspective could be particularly relevant for other project fields such as mission analysis and project management, that are not object-oriented. Both these areas may introduce bias on the project or induce failures, (e.g.,): a wrong budget cost estimation may imply a change in the used material, with effect on the mass budget or component properties; or discrepancies in the documentation may generate delays, pushing for excessive workload and production pressure in the operators, with potential critical consequence on the manufacturing process [44] . Following recent trends in the development of the theory of Resilience Engineering, and more generally, systemic risk and safety approaches, it would be possible to accounts for the dynamics of the system response, from a disruption to the after-shock scenario [45] . These methods will allow for interpreting the complexity of a system, overcoming the shortcomings arising from the reductionist approaches focused on decomposition and linear thinking. 
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